Geothermal Resource Exploration in Magmatic Rock Areas Using a Comprehensive Geophysical Method
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Geothermal resources have significant development and usage potential. It is critical to conduct geological investigation of geothermal resources prior to mining, so as to deepen our knowledge and comprehension of geothermal resources. Groundwater is heated by magmatic rocks and geothermal resources can be created in magmatic rock areas. However, their communication is weak, and the depth of burial is typically great. It is difficult for traditional geophysical methods, such as induced polarization method, to achieve useful exploration depths, and they have low accuracy. In this article, a comprehensive geophysical method, based on the controlled source audio-frequency magnetotelluric method (CSAMT) and transient electromagnetic method (TEM), is applied to geothermal exploration in a magmatic rock area. This method compensates for the shortcomings of a single method and achieves a good exploration effect, thereby providing a reliable geological foundation for further development and utilization of geothermal resources.

1. Introduction

In China, there are enormous reservoirs of geothermal resources, most of which are reserved in the form of liquid-dominant systems and mainly distributed throughout southern Tibet, western Sichuan, western Xinjiang, western Yunnan, and Taiwan (Figure 1) [1]. They have a total thermal value of $3.06 \times 1,018$ kWh per year, accounting for approximately 8% of the global geothermal reservoirs [2]. However, at present, China’s exploited geothermal resources account for less than 5% of reserves, and continued development and exploitation of geothermal resources bears promising potential [3]. The buried depth of geothermal resources is typically enormous, with most exceeding 2,000 m, and the hazards involved in exploiting are significant. To obtain a better knowledge of geothermal resources, it is important to undertake a geological survey prior to exploiting, so as to determine their depth, position, and reserves. In the exploration of geothermal resources, geophysical methods have been shown to be effective [4, 5].

At present, a variety of geophysical methods have been successfully applied in geothermal exploration. Soengkono et al. [6] used the magnetic method to explore in potential geothermal areas and successfully delineated the scope of geothermal resources in 1992. Liu and Zhang [7] used the microgravitational method to conduct geothermal exploration and were successful in Xianning, Hubei, China, in 1994. Xu et al. [8] analyzed the application effects of the gravitational method, the magnetic method, the micromotion method, the controlled source audio-frequency magnetotelluric method (CSAMT), the magnetotelluric method (MT), and other methods in the sedimentary basins of northern China in 2007. Guo et al. [9] applied the remote-sensing and the electromagnetic methods to the convective geothermal field in Qinghai, China, in 2012. The remote sensing was used to divide the geological structure and determine the thermal target area, and the electromagnetic methods were used to determine the location, depth, and tendency of fault structures.
Among geophysical methods, electromagnetic methods have achieved relatively strong results in geothermal exploration, including MT, which is commonly used in deep geothermal exploration, along with the audio-frequency magnetotelluric method (AMT), CSAMT, and the transient electromagnetic method (TEM) [10–15]. However, geological conditions and human interference vary greatly across exploration areas, making it difficult to use electromagnetic methods to explore targets. Furthermore, due to the complex geological units involved in geothermal, the exploration depth required is relatively large, and simultaneous exploration is difficult. As a result, under the assumption that all methods are capable of achieving a certain exploration effect, it is critical to conduct geothermal exploration using multiple methods in order to fully exploit the advantages of each one, which bears significant theoretical and practical implications.

In this article, we first analyzed the geothermal system model of the magmatic rock area, establishing the geophysical basis for the electromagnetic method to explore geothermal resources. Next, we analyzed the method characteristics of CSAMT and TEM, and compared the advantages and limitations of them from the form of the transmitting source. After this, we explained the resolution for different targets, as well as the complementarity of CSAMT and TEM. The comprehensive electromagnetic method, with CSAMT as the mainstay and TEM as a supplement, was applied to the geothermal exploration engineering practice in Huairen County, Shanxi Province, China.

The comprehensive electromagnetic method based on CSAMT and supplemented by TEM has been shown in theoretical and practical analyses to effectively compensate for the shortcomings of a single method and has achieved a relatively ideal geothermal exploration result in magmatic areas.

2. Theoretical Principle of Geothermal Systems
The “heat” contained in the Earth’s interior is referred to as geothermal energy. This heat is radiated outwards from the Earth’s core until it reaches the permeable and broken stratum near the surface. When this geothermal energy heats water, the hot water or steam is stored in a permeable and porous rock surrounded by an impermeable layer, thereby forming a geothermal reservoir or geothermal system [16]. The circulating water in a geothermal system is typically drawn from the atmosphere and serves as “replenishment” for the underground geothermal fluid. Atmospheric precipitation can completely or partially replace the liquid that flows out of the reservoir via spring water or boreholes. After the thermal energy in the magma heats the groundwater, the thermal energy is carried to the shallow geological unit with high porosity through the circulation of water and then flows out in the form of hot springs [17, 18]. Figure 2 shows a simplified form of an ideal geothermal system.

The geothermal system presents significantly different distribution laws under different geological blocks and geological conditions, and the geothermal system is the result of the combined action of several geological elements. For a typical geothermal system in a magmatic rock region, the four major elements, thermal source, thermal reservoir, thermal cap, and migration channel, are indispensable. The
main factor closely related to the electromagnetic method is electrical resistivity, which is directly affected by other factors such as the degree of formation water content, water-bearing mineralization, rock lithology, porosity, and heat storage structure temperature. Among them, the most important factor is the lithology of the rock. In general, metamorphic and magmatic rocks have higher resistivity, whereas sedimentary rocks have lower resistivity. At the same time, the presence of the liquid medium in the rock will also significantly alter its resistivity. The difference in the resistivity of formation rocks is the physical basis of electromagnetic exploration [20].

2.1. Elements of the Geothermal System

2.1.1. Thermal Reservoir. Geothermal fluids are stored in geological structures, which are called geothermal reservoirs, and these geological structures are generally rock formations exhibiting great porosity and permeability. In the available geothermal resources (hydrothermal systems), geothermal fluids can possess different sources, such as magmatic, metamorphic, meteoric, or a combination of these. In this study, the main heat source of the geothermal fluid is magmatic heat. At this time, the basic structure of the reservoir is deep bedrock. Compared with the shallow stratum, the deep bedrock as a geothermal reservoir generally has high resistivity, which is the main target for electromagnetic exploration [21].

2.1.2. Thermal Cap. The thermal cap layer is an impermeable or weakly permeable geological structure, which insulates the thermal reservoir from exchanging energy with the outside world. It mainly plays the role of heat preservation and heat insulation in the geothermal system. The thermal cap layer not only bears the function of insulating heat exchange but can also prevent the loss of geothermal fluid. Therefore, in general, the thermal cap layer is dense. In magmatic rock regions, common thermal caprocks include Quaternary alluvial beds with silt, peat soil, and loam, as well as granite and residual soil, all of which are in direct contact with thermal reservoirs. When the continuity of the thermal capping layer is poor and the sealing of the thermal storage is insufficient, then the geothermal fluid will overflow in the form of hot springs at its missing parts. Due to the shallow burial depth and the susceptibility to weathering, the resistivity of the thermal cap layer is lower than that of the thermal reservoir [22].

2.1.3. Thermal Source. The heat source of the geothermal system originates from the deep parts of the Earth, mainly including magma waste heat, radioactive element transformation heat, and upper mantle conduction heat [23]. Different thermal fluids have different heat sources. In high-temperature or magmatic rock regions, the thermal fluid mainly originates from the magma waste heat; while in medium- and low-temperature regions, the thermal fluid mainly originates from the deep asthenosphere, which is
2.1.4. Migration Channel of Geothermal Fluid. The migration channels of geothermal fluid are mainly faults. Here, “faults” specifically refer to the fault parts in the geothermal system as migration channels, rather than the “faults” in the broad sense of geology. These faults are generally in large scales, with good water conduction and thermal conductivity, to meet the space requirements of fluid migration. At the same time, in many cases, the closure of the boundary of the migration channel is superior, which can block the large-scale loss of fluid during the migration process [25–33]. Compared with the thermal caprock, the migration channel of geothermal fluid has strong water richness and low resistivity; thus, it is also the main target for geothermal resource exploration in magmatic rock regions.

In summary, thermal reservoirs and fluid migration channels are the main targets for electromagnetic exploration methods to explore geothermal resources in magmatic rock regions. Compared with surrounding rocks, thermal reservoirs have high resistivity, whereas migration channels have low resistivity. In magmatic rock regions, the resistivity anomaly as the exploration target is often a comprehensive reflection of the thermal storage stratum and fault structure, rather than the thermal storage structure itself. Therefore, for geothermal exploration in magmatic rock regions, it is particularly critical to explore the location, shape, and depth of fault structures and thermal reservoirs. The main purpose of exploration is often to determine whether there are geothermal-related faults in magmatic rock regions [34, 35].

2.2. Geophysical Characteristics of Geothermal Resources in Magmatic Rock Areas. The conductivity of different rock formations differs. Due to the ancient diagenesis age, most magmatic rock areas remain compact and complete after long-term metamorphism, and cracks do not form. The resistivity is generally consistent in the horizontal direction and gradually increases with increasing depth in the vertical direction, making it unsuitable for geothermal resource exploration [36].

In some magmatic rock areas, the pore water of the overlying loose layer can flow into the deep magmatic rock and the fissures, after having received vertical infiltration replenishment of atmospheric precipitation and intermittent leakage replenishment of surface water. Thermal storage aquifers are underground hot water formations, which store hot water in magmatic rock formations. The resistivity of eruptive rocks (such as basalt and rhyolite) is generally low (20–500Ω m), which is lower than that of granite (greater than 500Ω m) (Table 1), but the resistivity of magmatic rocks is generally greater than that of sedimentary ones. As a result, geophysical prospecting methods can measure the difference in resistivity values between magmatic rocks and sedimentary surrounding rocks, so as to determine the location of magmatic rocks, and then search for geothermal resources [37].

On the other hand, the resistivity value will change in magmatic areas where faults form. The fault’s activity may cause a fracture zone near the fault, and the fault may result in a hydraulic connection between the upper and lower strata, in turn forming a low-resistivity anomaly area near the fault which is close to the fault’s dip angle. These low-resistivity anomalies exist in resistivity. The cross-sectional view is generally relatively steep. It can reflect the existence of faults and then search for geothermal resources by seeking such a steep anomaly with low resistivity [38, 39].

### Table 1: Statistical of rock resistivity in the magmatic area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>Resistivity (Ω·m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>60–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silty clay</td>
<td>14–25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>100–300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basalt</td>
<td>20–500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conglomerate</td>
<td>50–200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magmatic rock</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granite</td>
<td>500–2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Methodology

3.1. Controlled Source Audio-Frequency Magnetotelluric Method. The controlled source audio-frequency magnetotelluric method (CSAMT) is a frequency-domain artificial source electromagnetic technology developed on the basis of the magnetotelluric method (MT). Some of its advantages are as follows:

1. Large exploration depth: In CSAMT work, parameters such as the transmission frequency range and transmission and reception distance can be set according to the geoelectric characteristics of each work area. Compared with the loop-source TEM, when a lower emission frequency is used, the exploration depth is greater, up to 2 km or more.

2. Strong ability to penetrate the high-resistivity shielding layer: This method receives perpendicular electric and magnetic fields at the same time, the electromagnetic signal is perpendicular to the ground in the receiving area, and the observation and calculation of the electromagnetic component have been normalized. Therefore, it can effectively penetrate the high-resistivity cap layer on the ground.

3. Larger transmitting power and strong anti-interference ability: This method adopts an artificially controllable transmitting source, with high transmitting power (transmitting power up to 30 kW), capable of precise frequency division, excellent stability, and high-order superposition. In addition, it can realize the function of suppressing the interference of ground electricity.

4. High effectiveness for the exploration of high-resistivity basement formations: Where the
exploration depth is large, generally in high-resistivity basement formations, at this time, CSAMT uses a lower operating frequency (less than 1 Hz) as the transmitting signal, and the signal attenuation in this frequency band is slower. Compared with other electromagnetic exploration methods, CSAMT can still effectively explore deep high-resistivity formations, thus making it more effective in exploring relatively high-resistivity basement formations.

3.1.1. Limitations of CSAMT

(1) Affected by the undulations of the surface or shallow terrain, the apparent resistivity distortion of the shallow part is caused, that is, the "static effect": the electrical properties near the surface are not horizontally inconsistent or caused by uneven terrain, which will measure all electric fields. The accumulation of charges on the surface of the inhomogeneous body will cause errors in the electric field data, and the apparent resistivity will also change, thereby forming a "static effect."

(2) The longitudinal resolution of the shallow formations is relatively reduced: CSAMT has a large transmission frequency range (from 0.125 Hz to nearly 10,000 Hz). In order to consider the effect of deep exploration, the frequency interval in the high frequency range is set to be relatively large. If it is larger, then the longitudinal distance between the shallow surveying points corresponding to the high frequency is also larger, and in turn, the longitudinal resolution of the shallow stratum is relatively reduced.

(3) The lateral resolution is limited, and the ability to explore faults and other structures is somewhat weak: in principle, the lateral resolution of CSAMT is approximately equal to the size of the receiving electric dipole. However, the geological environment of each work area is complex, and the stratum is not a homogeneous or layered medium, and thus, the lateral resolution of CSAMT is a comprehensive result of a variety of geological factors. Particularly in the case of sloping strata and complex surface conditions, the lateral resolution of CSAMT sometimes exceeds 200 m, which reduces the ability to explore faults and other structures.

(4) In actual construction, electrode pits must be arranged during signal transmission. It is necessary to manually dig the soil and lay aluminum foil on the bottom and side walls of the electrode pits to reduce the surface resistivity. The construction steps are quite complex, and the requirements for transmitting power and observation area are relatively high.

3.2. Transient Electromagnetic Method. The transient electromagnetic method (TEM) is a time-domain artificial source electromagnetic method. TEM conducts observations within a short period of time after the primary field has been turned off and the secondary has yet to be started. The data are not directly related to the primary field and are separated from the primary field in time, which is known as separability in time. Calculated according to the sampling time, the secondary signal received at a certain time node is caused by the inconsistency of various exploration depths. After comprehensive analysis of the collected secondary signal and resistivity, the geological information of each depth can be obtained, that is, separability in space [40–43].

Based on these two separabilities, TEM has the following advantages:

(1) Minimally affected by terrain: In high-resistivity surrounding rock areas, there will be basically no false anomalies caused by the effect of terrain; in low-resistivity surrounding rock areas, the secondary field signal is used for data measurement; thus, it can be used for early identification of the impact of terrain [44].

(2) Simplified construction method and high efficiency: The data collection process is simple, and there are no strict requirements regarding the position of the coil and receiving distance; thus, the field construction is easy to carry out. During the construction, the profile and depth sounding work are carried out at the same time, and the work efficiency is high.

When collecting data and information, the receiving system is close to the vertical position of the target body; thus, it can be closely coupled to improve the surveying ability of the target body [45, 46].

(3) High vertical resolution at the shallow surface, and strong ability to explore low-resistivity formations on the surface: TEM is a time-domain electromagnetic exploration method. The time window for data observation (sampling time \( t_{\text{on}} \)) can be controlled by controlling the sampling time of the early traces to improve the longitudinal resolution of the shallow strata.

TEM observes a pure secondary field, known as "pure anomaly," and the secondary field response of low-resistivity bodies is quite obvious. Therefore, by observing the secondary field signals of the early traces, low-resistivity formations on the surface can be effectively explored [47].

(4) High lateral resolution and sensitive reflection of low-resistivity bodies such as water-conducting fault structures: In TEM measurement, the secondary field potential of multiple measurement channels can be arranged according to the measurement points, namely, "multiple surveying channels." In the "multichannel map" and "resistivity cross section map," from the distribution of the secondary field potential and resistivity along the surveying points, we can clearly observe the electrical characteristics of the formation in the horizontal direction. We can then alter the situation to obtain a higher horizontal resolution.
When there are low-resistivity bodies such as water-conducting fault structures, the secondary field decays slowly and the apparent resistivity is low, that is, the characteristics of “high potential and low resistance,” which can have a relatively significant exploration effect on low-resistivity structures [48].

3.2.1. Limitations of TEM

(1) Poor anti-interference ability: TEM is susceptible to interference from noise currents, especially high-voltage lines. At present, there is no effective method to suppress noise. The only way to reduce interference is to increase the number of superpositions and increase the emission current;

(2) Small exploration depth: The TEM exploration depth \( H \) in a homogeneous medium can be expressed as follows [49]:

\[
H = 0.55 \left[ \frac{M \rho}{R_{mN}} \right],
\]

where \( M \) represents the magnetic moment of the transmitter coil, \( \rho \) represents the average resistivity value of the exploration depth \( H \), and \( R_{mN} \) represents the minimum signal level that the transient electromagnetic instrument can distinguish. It can be seen from this formula that the exploration depth \( H \) is positively correlated with \( M \) and \( \rho \), and when \( M \) or \( \rho \) increases twice, the exploration depth \( H \) only increases by 15%. In the actual construction process, in general, the effective area \( S \) of the launch loop can only be increased by increasing the side length of the launch loop, after which the magnetic moment \( M \) of the launch coil is increased to increase the exploration depth, which leads to a certain extent reduced resolution and construction efficiency;

(3) Large deep data error: Due to the fact that the TEM observes the secondary field, when the exploration depth is large, the secondary field signal of the late track is already weak, and the V/I value of the secondary field attenuates below 1 mV/A. The acquisition accuracy is inevitably reduced, causing a large error in the calculated resistivity;

(4) Blind zone: In the same manner, as the TEM observes the secondary field, in order to avoid the influence of the primary field, the sampling time \( t_{\text{off}} \) cannot be started too early, which leads to a blind zone appearing in the shallowest part of the surface of the TEM. The expression of the blind zone depth is as follows [50]:

\[
h = 28 \sqrt{\rho t},
\]

where \( h \) represents the blind zone depth of the homogeneous medium, \( \rho \) represents the resistivity value (\( \Omega \cdot m \)) below the surveying point, and \( t \) represents the time (ms) for the initial observation of the effective transient field, which is the turn-off time \( t_{\text{off}} \).

3.3. Comparison of Ability to Explore Low-Resistivity Target between CSAMT and TEM. CSAMT is a frequency-domain method, whereas TEM is a time-domain method. The difference between the two is directly reflected in the emission waveform. The difference in emission waveform causes CSAMT and TEM to differ in the means of data observation. CSAMT transmits and receives through a single frequency point in the frequency domain to obtain a response signal. TEM transmits wide-band signals in the time domain and collects wide-band responses, and signals at all frequency points can be obtained with a single transmission. From the perspective of data collection efficiency, TEM is superior to CSAMT. However, in the CSAMT transmission mode, the energy of a single frequency point in the source signal is greater than the energy of a single frequency point in the TEM transmission mode; thus, CSAMT can obtain a higher signal-to-noise ratio at each frequency point than TEM.

In terms of resolution, the difference between CSAMT and TEM is mainly caused by the different types of emission sources of the two methods. The return line sources TEM and CSAMT use ungrounded return lines and grounded long wires to send signals to the ground, respectively, thereby resulting in essential differences in the electromagnetic fields used by the two methods. Under the excitation of a long ground wire, due to the existence of the ground term, there will not only be a horizontal current \( (E_x) \) induced by induction in the Earth but also be a vertical induced current \( (E_z) \). Consequently, the electromagnetic field excited by the long wire source contains the component of the TE mode and can also produce the TM mode. In addition, the nongrounded loop device can only generate horizontal current \( (E_x) \); thus, there is only the electromagnetic field of TE mode (Figure 3). Due to the fact that the TE mode is sensitive to low-resistivity objects but not to high-resistivity objects, the loop-source transient electromagnetic exploration method possesses poor resolution capabilities for high-resistivity targets.

On the other hand, CSAMT measures electric and magnetic field components, whereas TEM measures magnetic field components. When the target fault of the local thermal system is covered by a shallow low-resistivity layer, the abnormal response generated by the layer boundary charge accumulation will submerge the low-resistivity target fault, making the target fault difficult to distinguish. In fact, the influence of the layer boundary charge accumulation on the electric field is much greater than that on the magnetic field. On this basis, the loop-source TEM can produce a superior resolution of target faults in this environment. In actual exploration, since the complexity of underground media is far greater than that of geophysical analysis and modeling, comprehensive exploration by applying both CSAMT and TEM can undoubtedly provide more information and evidence for distinguishing target faults and other geological bodies.
In order to verify the effects of the comprehensive geophysical methods on geothermal resource exploration in magmatic rock areas, a geothermal resource exploration with comprehensive geophysical methods was carried out at a location in Huairen County, Shanxi Province, China.

This area is located in the uplift belt on the west side of the central part of the Sanggan River New Rift in the Datong Basin. It straddles the Huairen Sag and Huanghualiang Sag uplift from west to east. Ordovician (O), Carboniferous (C), Permian (P), and Cenozoic (Q + N) strata occur, with Archean (Ar) granite and Late Tertiary (T) basalt intrusions occurring locally, among which basalt and deep magmatic rocks of the Wutai Group are strong underground thermal storage sources of water.

This area straddles two structural units, the Huairen Graben and Huangliang Horst, which are secondary structures of the New Rift of the Sanggan River. A series of NE-strike fault structures occur in the area. The development of fault structures provides a superior connection channel for various underground aquifers (Figure 4).

As shown in Figure 5, four CSAMT surveying lines are arranged in the study area.

In the CSAMT exploration, the instrument used is the GDP32II multifunctional electrical method workstation. The transmitting pole distance AB is 1,500 m, the transmitting current is 14–16 A, and the transmitting distance is 6 km; the receiving point distance of Line 59 and Line 64 is 50 m, the receiving point distance of Line 10 and Line 60 is 100 m, and the signal frequency range is 0.125–8,192 Hz.

In the TEM exploration, the instrument used is also the GDP32II multifunctional electrical method workstation, and the center loop device is applied for measurement. The transmitting source is a 600 × 600 m single-turn loop, powered by a generator, the fundamental frequency of the transmitting source is 16 Hz, and the transmitting current is 15 A; the distance between the surveying points is 50 m.

After the CSAMT exploration has been completed, a TEM surveying line is arranged near the 60 line where the CSAMT abnormality is obvious. This is then used to perform a comparison with the CSAMT results.

4.1. Verified Situation. In the processing of the measured data, we first use GDP32II data preprocessing software to sort the collected data and remove the dead pixels. Next, we use CSAMT-2D and TEM-1D software based on the OCCAM algorithm to invert the data. The inversion results of CSAMT and TEM resistivity profiles are as follows.

In general, the morphologies of the resistivity profiles of CSAMT and TEM have some similarities, and both show that the resistivity is medium-low in the medium and shallow layers (Figure 6). In addition, the resistivity gradually increases as the depth increases, and basement magmatic rock also exhibits high-resistivity characteristics.

Comparing the exploration effects of CSAMT and TEM, the differences are as follows:

1. TEM is superior to CSAMT in the exploration effect at shallow depths on the surface. CSAMT is affected by topography. The low-resistivity shielding interference of the Quaternary muddy sand and clay layer is relatively large, which exhibits abnormal medium resistance, and the resistivity curve presents characteristics such as distortion, which reduces the resolution of shallow layers to a certain extent. Although there is a blind zone with a depth of approximately 50 m in TEM, the low-resistivity shielding layer at the shallow surface undergoes less interference, and the resistivity value exhibits obvious regularity at the shallow surface, which is consistent with the actual geological characteristics.

2. CSAMT is superior to TEM in terms of exploration effect at large depths. In the section of 4,500–10,000 m, CSAMT has superior data stratification in the deep part, while the TEM resistivity curve in this section is slightly unclear, and the TEM shows a circle of the resistivity curve in the section of 9,000–9,500 m. As for the closed high-resistivity abnormal value, this high-resistivity abnormal value
should be a false abnormality caused by interference. The secondary field potential of the late TEM measurement track also fluctuates greatly in this section, lacking regularity, thus indicating that CSAMT has superior anti-interference ability than TEM.

(3) TEM and CSAMT have their own advantages in the exploration of water-conducting fault structures. Due to the fact that the pure TE field mode of TEM is particularly sensitive to low-resistivity targets [51], this is more obvious in the reflection of F1 fault. CSAMT does not effectively reflect the F1 fault in the low-resistivity area in the shallow part, yet there is obvious low-resistivity anomaly on the TEM profile. It can also be seen from the TEM secondary field potential multichannel map that there is an obvious abnormal high value of the secondary field potential in this area. The advantage of CSAMT for fault exploration is mainly reflected in the exploration of the deep high-resistivity basement interruption layer. In the sections of 5,000–5,700 m and 9,500–10,000 m, it is inferred that the buried depth of the Quaternary and Tertiary loose deposits is approximately 500 m. The lower part is the basement of magmatic rock, and the resistivity reflects the characteristics of high resistance. In the CSAMT cross section map, these two sections appear as steep gradient zones, which are inferred to be F2 and F3 faults. These can more intuitively distinguish the upper and lower walls of the fault.

(4) CSAMT is superior to TEM for the exploration effect of magmatic rock basement. In the section of 5,800–9,300 m, CSAMT exhibits a very obvious high-resistivity response to the magmatic rock basement, while the high-resistivity response of TEM is not obvious at this position, and it does not highlight the magmatic rock basement.

Following the completion of the geophysical prospecting construction, the drilling verification was carried out at the 3,350 surveying point. The drill encountered underground hot water at 1,610 m, after which a pumping test was carried out. According to the results of the pumping test, the unit output of underground hot water in this area was 233 m³/d. The water temperature was 58°C. These results confirmed the occurrence of geothermal water in the faults and magmatic rock formations of the Wutai Group.
4.2. Discussion. In a certain exploration area, there is great variability in the geological conditions and interference conditions. The application of a single geophysical method for exploration will inevitably be affected by factors such as topography, surface construction difficulty, shielding layer, noise current, and effective exploration depth.

Through theoretical analysis and engineering examples, it is shown that the two electromagnetic methods, CSAMT and TEM, can both be used to effectively explore geothermal resources from different angles, as follows.

CSAMT has a great exploration depth and insufficient resolution for shallow layers, whereas TEM has a relatively small exploration depth and a strong exploration effect on shallow layers. At the same time, CSAMT possesses stronger anti-interference ability than TEM. Comprehensive exploration is adopted in the section with strong electromagnetic interference signal, which can improve the accuracy of data collection. CSAMT has higher requirements for signal emission and data collection, whereas the data collection of TEM is relatively simple. Comprehensive exploration in a complex construction environment can reduce the impact caused by construction. CSAMT exhibits obvious response to high-resistivity bodies in deep basement formations and can be used to explore high-resistivity geological bodies such as magmatic rocks. TEM has a strong exploration effect on low-resistivity geological bodies, such as water-conducting fault structures, and can increase the exploration resolution in the vertical direction. In the end, a comprehensive method was adopted for exploration in this study, and it was shown that both high- and low-resistivity bodies can be effectively explored in the vertical direction.

In this study, the comprehensive geophysical method with CSAMT as the main method and TEM as the supplemental one was used to achieve relatively ideal results in exploring geothermal resources in the magmatic rock areas. Compared with other geophysical or geological methods [30,52–58], the comprehensive geophysical method possesses significant advantages: By using the comprehensive geophysical method, the various elements of the geothermal system can be displayed. In addition, both thermal cap in shallow and magmatic rocks as the thermal reservoir in deep can be clearly described, and the water-conducting fault as
the migration channel of geothermal fluid can also be delineated in detail.

5. Conclusion

CSAMT and TEM are both effective methods for geothermal resource exploration. However, each method has its limitations and scope of applicability. It is not possible to use only a single method to complete all geological tasks. The comprehensive geophysical method is shown to have a more reliable effect.

It should be noted that comprehensive geophysical prospecting is not simply a combination and addition of single geophysical prospecting methods. Instead, the ideal method should be selected according to the principles and characteristics of each geophysical prospecting method based on the geological task and the geological conditions of the exploration area, so as to maximize the advantages of each method.

Through the methodology, characteristic analysis, and engineering examples of the two different methods, it is shown that CSAMT is superior to TEM in deep exploration and magmatic rock basement exploration, whereas TEM is superior to CSAMT in shallow exploration and water-conducting fault structure exploration. The comprehensive geophysical method for geothermal exploration overcomes the limitations of a single method and has the effect of mutual complementation and confirmation. [6]
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